Pennoweth News

Contact us at help@pennoweth.cornwall.sch.uk

Week ending Friday 17th July

We hope that you are all doing well and beginning to be able to look forward to the holiday. As we rapidly head towards the end of
term, it is a very different time. We know that we would usually be busily celebrating everything the end of the summer term brings,
sports days, performances and saying goodbye to our wonderful year 6 children and sending them on their way to secondary. We
have thought long and hard about whether we should invite the year 6 children in at the moment for a farewell celebration but believe that it is safer to wait until the Autumn term. Year 6 leaver hoodies are now available for collection and we commit to holding a
presentation evening in the Autumn term when we will invite everyone back to join us.
This is our last ‘full’ newsletter of the year but we will write again mid next week to say goodbye for the summer.

Being Brave
Being a
Great
Helper

Being Kind

Conan (Y3) for joining in with a new bubble and having a go at everything.
Maddie (Y4) for having such a positive start in the Hub.
Reade (34RT) and Miller (56MD) for working really well together with their school work.
Samuel (34RT) for helping to water the plants in the garden.
Fleur (34RT) for helping in the garden and to paint the fence.
Gabriele (FSMM) she has busy gardening and is looking forward to harvesting her cucumbers.
Walter (3/4RT) for helping the adults and younger children.
Skyla-Grace (N) for helping her brother make cakes.
Mia (N) for all her hard work helping in the garden.
Fletcher (34RT) for making some flower art for his mum.
Maddie (Y6) for always including everyone in our bubble and asking others if they want to play.
Oskar (Y2) for always being kind to his friends in hub C.
Bea (Y3) for always thinking of how others might feel.
Willow (2SD) for learning how to care for 'Paddington', the new family tortoise.
Layla (2SD) for being so welcoming to a new Hub member.
Charlie (N) for showing the children in Nursery how best to throw their aeroplanes.

Being
Creative

Zennor (56PB) and Rizzick (FSMM) for making a fantastic bug hotel.
Nathan (6OC) for doing a brilliant drawing of a strawberry.
Gabe (6OC) for a brilliant talent show video!
Zara (Y6) for drawing an awesome, colourful dragon using chalks on the playground!
Kyden (Y5), Lewis (Y3), Maisy (Y2) for designing and creating amazingly thought out Roman shields.
Mckenzie (3NS) for making a ‘Captain Mckenzie Shield’ as part of the project work.
Mia (56MD) for producing a range of 2D and 3D art.
Jaylen (56MD) and Blaise (12HTHN) for their colour your own picnic blanket.
Cacee (4DS) for making some amazing bread for her project work.
Archie (1SH ) for helping to renovate his Sana's garden.
Esme (FSMM) for painting a picture using lots of colours.
Aronas (FSMM) for getting creative at home and practising his writing skills.
All of the Hub children for their afternoon creative projects.
Year 6 bubble - Bubble Power for designing and creating their very own 'sports day medals' to celebrate their brilliant sporting efforts during their
final year!
Lola A (N) for concentrating hard when drawing some amazing pictures in Nursery.
Lyra (N) for telling imaginative stories when playing with the small world animals.

Being
Active

Fletcher, Isabelle (34RT), Ella (56MD), Izzy (4DS), Cacee (4DS), Autumn (1SH), Maddie (1HTHN) for a brilliant effort on our virtual sports day.
Noah (1HTHN) for some amazing strength and control during yoga.
Charlie (Y3) for giving 100% to sports day and exceeding his expectations in each activity.
Lucia (Y3) for amazing flexible yoga!
Amber (3NS) for mastering hula hooping
Tane (56MD) for running and surfing regularly.
Kyson (FS) for running so fast around the track during our in house sports day.
Larkin (FS) for being the most improved standing long jumper.
Bella (FS) for the most jumps in ten seconds.
Chloe (Y4) for showing amazing teamwork and sportsmanship.
Isaiah and Eleanor (FS) for being very active this week and really enjoying the PE activities.
Lilly G (N) for completing the sports day activities.

Being an
Explorer
Being above
and beyond
in schoolwork

Peggy (2SD) and Indi (56MD) for learning how to care for the family indoor plant collection and even buying her own plants.
All of the Hub children involved in creating amazing nature art outside.
Selim and Lola B (N) for looking around the nursery garden using a magnifying glass to find minibeasts.
Kirsten (56PB) for working really hard with her school work.
Henry (34RT) for completing both the year 3 and year 4 maths!
All of Bubblicious Bubbletopia (year 6 bubble) for all being resilient learners and working hard on their maths this week, well done everyone!
Caden (1SH) for creating his own challenges and extensions in English.
Ruby (Y2) for cracking telling time to the nearest 5 minutes.
Caitlin (Y4) for working incredibly hard on her maths all week.
Kyle (Y5) for incredible History knowledge of the Romans.
Vincent (4DS) for always being amazing with his learning.
Jacob (1SH) for working really hard to improve his handwriting.
Reese (1SH) for going above and beyond with his maths learning this week.
Ana (1HTHN) for going above and beyond with her work and using Frozen as inspiration for her writing.

Safeguarding
Please remember to get in touch with us next week so that we know you are all ok. The easiest way to do
this is by emailing in. You can email the key stage addresses (these are given on the front of the website or use
the help@pennoweth.cornwall.sch.uk address—this is monitored every day).
Wrap around care
We have had a few enquiries with regard to the fact that we are not offering wrap around care for children
from the start of the September term. This is a Trust wide decision and one that has been taken due to the
fact that it would be incredibly difficult to offer this care without breaking the bubbles that children are within.
We absolutely recognise that this will create added difficulty for some families as we return to school and sincerely apologise for this. The flexible window for drop off and pick up will hopefully help a little at the start
of term. The Trust as a whole has committed to reviewing whether wrap around care can be provided within
the first three weeks of the autumn term. We will let you know as soon as this review has been undertaken.
Virtual Sport’s Day
Well done to everyone that took part
in our first (and hopefully last) virtual
sports day this week.. A fantastic effort by everyone that took part.

A little message from Miss Blight!
I just wanted to say a final goodbye to
all you AMAZING children and families at Pennoweth! During my time at
Pennoweth, it has been an absolute
pleasure to teach lots of you and your
older siblings. I have loved seeing you
all learn lots, grow and flourish! Always keep trying your best and always
'Choose Kind'!
Thank you everyone, Miss Blight :)
Happy birthday this week to:
Kairi (YR), Tia (Y5), Maisie (N), Isla (YR), Oliver (Y5), Sophia (Y2)
Please don’t forget that if we can help in any way, you can contact us through help@pennoweth.cornwall.sch.uk
Take care and we look forward to seeing you when it is safe

